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.DAY, SEPTEMBER 27,
neighbor's gime burns? .
A—The most important single
roofthing is to have fire-resistant
.
ing such as, asphalt shingles.
We
torically, flammable roofing li—
greatest causes of conflagratlona
-.large-scale fires that jump from
building to building.
O_Will a lightning rod work
if it is bent?
A—Maybe, but you can't trust
ts to I
it. The onTy safe-thIng
have it straightened.
&—When a person notices a fire
and turns in an alarm, what
should he 'clia next?
A_Assuming that the alarm
has been turned in at an alarm
box, he ,should just wait there
until the firemen come. Somebort
has to be on the spot to tell them
exactly where the fire is.

1

Kentucky has within its bordera
an Echo River, famous because it
of the few rivers in the
I Is one
; United States inhabited by blind

p.a.

For Every New Tire
Purchased
WE WILL BALANCE
WHEELS FREE

We Specialize In
• LUBRICATIONS
JOBS

• WASH

• OIL CHANGES
RIES GUARANTEED

SERVICE
PHONE 114 _

•

Sales and Service
INED TELEVISION
ALL TIMES

intenna for Best Location
our Home.

JESS WORK

:ERLEY CO.
Phone 135

1'

Dry Cleaning

ry Us

both quality and
ke Murray Cleaners.

A

CLEANERS.IS AS
YOU AS YOUR
EPHONE

CLEANERS
_

PHONE

298

For
Expert Service

Drive In
_

Weather
•

Kentucky fair tonight, lowest 52 to 60. Tuesday fair
quite warm in the afternoon.

roux moo/Amyl nous mrws. •
PALM FOE OVER HALF A CENTURY

nited Press

William Marr

adio Auction

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, September 29, 1952

Funeral Held

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

Affairs In Answer To Challenge

For William
Cis Foot
,
s
;on af Mr
• ..
i
•.2
MurCs',,

Will Begin

T
Terry Morris

Tonight
The Young Business Men's Club
radio auction for the Murray High
Rand will start tonight over the
local radio station at 7:30 o'clock.
Many contributors to the auctions
have been listed. The auction is
designed to raise $2,000 for the
band, for the purpose of buying
new band instruments.

Pet at
ray Route
Saturday after!' _
st"laped on a tobacco
lag
the top of his foot.
, lying on the stairway, was . epped
on with the right foot, *.urning the
blade up Just right to slash the left.
toot as he stepped down.

He was rushed to the Clinic for
aid where it was found that two
arteries had been cut and some
twenty stitches were required to
sew up the injured foot.
William Grey who attends New
Concord gigh School, will be required to stay home off his foot
for a few days.

Funeral services for William
Terry Morris, retired farmer, cf
the Jones Mill vicinity, who dlee
Tuesday Sept. 23rd at his home,
were held Wednesday afternoon ,at
North Fork Baptist Churah. Rites
were conducted by Rev. J. H.
Miller. Burial was in the Janes
Cemetery.
Mr. Morris was 83 years of age.
He was born and reared in Henry
County, Tenn.. and was a Baptist
holding his membership at North
Fork Church.
Twice married, Mr. Morris's first
wife was the former Miss Mary
Gardner. Three children were born
to this union. After her death,
he was married to the former Miss
Ella Kuykendall, who survives.
Eleven sons and daughters also
survice. They are Mrs. Avis. Anderson. Adie Morris, Arie Morris,
Mrs. George Jenkins, Miss Zipora
Morris. Mrs. Amon Paschall, Mrs.
Rudolph Key. Gaylon Morris, Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke, Mrs. Glynn Orr
and Howard Morris. Twenty-three
grandchildren and twenty one great
grandchildren also survive.

The list of items that will be
auctioned tonight and the contaributors are as follows:
1 blond Cocker Spaniel, Wallis
Drug Co.: 2 gal. Peerless waterproofing, cement paint, Fitta Block
Co.: 6 gal can transmission oil.
Stokes Tractor Co.; I slab °aeon
(8 lbs,) Shroat Meat Market; 10
stepping stones, Geurin Concrete
Co.: Wash job for car. Hill &
I
Garland; 2 blankets ($7.95 each)
paint
Littleton's: 1 gal. white house
Wheatley Lumber Co.; 1 sack 4-12-8 Dear Editor!'
asarhiallet es'
fertilizer (80 Ito) Hutson CheIn observing National Newspaper
mical tett 1 gal. Shellzone Anti- Week, October 1-8, 1952. the Sup1.11•••••••
freeze (permanent) Ky. Lake Oil reme Forest Woodmen Circle,
Co.; I Tram radiator and water Grove No. 128. and Delta Mu
Eisenhower, the Republican presidential candidate, poses
ON A TWO-OAT 101)8 of Ohio, Gen. Dwight D.
cleaner. Maple Street Auto: 1 Chapter of Murray, wants to take
from left) and John W.
with Ohio's two Republican senators, Robert A. Taft (second
Cincinnati
In
W esclox electric kitchen wall this means of expressing their apcandidate fer governor of
and Taft's brother, Charles P. Taft (left), who la the GOP
(rtght)
Bricker
clock, Thurman Furniture Co.; 10 preciation and congratulate you.
enjoying a hearty laugh. In speech
Ohio. Scene is the Eisenhower train at Cincinnati and all seem to be
theatre tickets. Varsity Theatre; the Editor and you rsplendid staff.
foreign policy
charged that Adiai Stevenson's "fruntneas of heart" is apparent in his
Ike
Cincinnati
In
2 lbs. blue grass seedand 1 lb. We feel it's important for Waod(iaternattonal Soundpolipta)
administration• attitude toward the Communist'.
the
reflects
and
views
•
White Dutch Clover„ Millsr Seed men Circle members to become ac& Popcorn Co.; 1 grease iob. Park- quainted with and recognize the
er Motor Co.: Trouble lamp. plugs service rendered our community
in lighter, B. C. Byrd Motor Co.; by your newspaper which has lone'
10 lbs. popcorn. Farris Popcorn so much toward keeping the public
Co.: 2 floor lamps. Belk-Settle Co : aware of our progress and acThree new polio cases from
1 oil change. Maitin Oil Co.; 2 tivities and, even more important, Puryear, two of them in the same
A gold ribbon for demonstrating
round trip tickers to Paducah. through vigilant freedom of tent family, have been reported.
A sculpture entitled "I Am" by
outstanding aptitude in the insurWest Kentucky Stages; 1 basket press, are keeping alive 'our right
Miss 011een Wiliams, Murray State
of groceries. Tolley Food Market; to know' .. a constitutional guarA brother and sister, John Fitts, ance business has been awarded
Dale
College art teacher, has been purDorothy Gray skin cleaner,
6 and Julia Ann Fitts. 5, were to Owen Billington, a partner in
antee.
Stubblefield: 1 Hammermill
chased by the Georgia Museum for
A
among those diagnosed as polio at the Murray Insurance Agency, at
•
of
sheets
its Holbrook collection.
iflond cabinet and 100
Isolation Hospital in Memphis Fri- the 130th session of the Aetna
The sculpture, executed at New
bond paper and envelopes. mono- Dear Editor.
day. Thetr parents are Mr. and Casualty and Surety Sales Course.
A severe outbrearg of rabies has York's Clay Club Sculpture Center,
Kramer', Valentine Printing Co;
Edward Fitts. of Puryear. AlMr. Billington was presented
Mrs.
and
To curb moral delinquency
1 Revon facial. Margaret's Beauty
so admitted at Isolation was Robert with the award at the conclusion been reported in Calloway county Is made of Russian white marble
help the morale re-armament proShop; 1 cold wave permanent,
T. Paachall. 7-year-old son of Mr. of five weeks of iptatupws study by the Calloway County Health salvaged from the Russian buildknow
Mere
grain let the public
Charm .Seauty Shop; 1 electric
sad Mrs Thomas Paschall. of Pur- at the home - office of the Aetna lielsartment. The outbreak centers ing at the New York World's Fair.
and
loin
they
may
churches
Am" during
range pit tail. Rowland Refrigera- are
Casualty and Surety Company in East of Almo in the Independence Min Williams made
year
be baptized any day
school dittrict.
post graduate study in New York.
tor Co.; Aetna battery (15 mo.
Hartford. Conn.
be
reimportant
to
too
This
Is
Miss Williams, whose home is
cuaranteei Brandon Brothers; I
A J Colson, county sanitarian. Birmingham, Ala.. was graduated
legated to one day a week. Joingal. Dupont enamel, Hughes Paint
personal
matter
a
seven
people
have
church
is
said
today
that
ing
a
ROBERTS
LOSES
MR.
HAZEL CLASS ELECTS
from the University of Georgia and
& Wallpaper; Helen Curtis Embetween the person and God. it
completed or are taking treatment has completed work there for art
NEW TREASURER
press permanent, Jean's Beauty
RICH DIRT IN NIGHT THEFT
a
public
afhave
to'
be
does
not
for
rabies
One
farmer
has
lost
advanced degree.
Shop; 1 African violet, Shirley's
In addition to graduate studies at
The Junior Class of Hazel met two head of cattle.
Florid: 1 Hopalong Cassidy out- fair.
How low cars a man get, is the
self-conscious
people
are
Many
elected 3 new
fit isize it girl) Love's Children
Several does in the East Almo the University of Georgia and Ut
question posed by W. P. Roberts last week and
and
public
things
in
doing
about
treasurer. The treasurer previously community are known to have New York. Miss Williams has
Shop; $200 worth of dry cleaning,
of the Murray Nursery and Florhas quit school. Miss Gri- been bitten, and some have devel- studied at the University of AlaSuperior; 1 red-grid folding iron- do not join.
ists? Mr. Roberts' question was elected
Sullivan
William
R.
selda White was elected by ac- oped rabies and died. A Future bama and Philadelphia's Tv ler
ing board. /Rumors, Lumber Co.;
prompted by the discovery that
Angeles,
Calif.
Los
•
School of Art.
clamation.
1 red wagon. Murray llome &
Farmer Black Angus calf was also
someone had removed two gaol
ISS Williams has had paintings
Auto.
Plans were also Made for the
bitten by a rabied dog.
truck loads of rich d:rt from the
RELEASES
DIVISION
Lindsey's;
exhibited at the National Show in
Samsonite train case,
class party Miss Bettye Lucretia
rear of his lot on North Eighth
RECORD
PAROLE
Barber
Spann
class
report...-.
Rayburn is the
2 hair cuts. Dunn &
Residents in Calloway county Sarasota. Fla.. and both paintings
street.
are urged to cooperate by keeping and sculpture in the Kentucky
Shop: I box nylon hose (3 prsa
29.—A
Sept.
Ky.
FRANKFORT.
Jack
job,
grease
1
Julia Ann Shop:
their dogs tied or fenced Mr. Col- Southern Indiana show.
Dirt does not mean a lot to some
were considered
. REPORT
LOCAL WEATHER
In addition to her teaching asWhite's Service Sta.; Certificate total of 3,775 cases
people, but to Mr. Roberts, dirt
son said that one of the easiest
state institutions
from
parole
for
the
12
noon
Buick
following
is
The
Dublin
washes.
signment at the college. Miss Wilcar
for 5
ways
to
spot
a
rabid
dog,
is
a
dog
is
one
of
the
tools
of
his
trade.
1951-'52 fiscal yaar acthe
Murray that acts as though he had a bone liams also teaches art at the MSC
observation
from
Co.; I Wizard electric iron, West- during the
of Pro- Rich dirt especially.
State College weather Station:
Training School.
ern Auto: 1 grease job, City Ser- cording to the Division
caught in bis throat.
was
Mr. Roberts says' that the dirty
Present temperature 62 degrees.
vice; 10 tickets to 95 Drive In, bation and Parole. The figure
the
report
of
the annual
Highest yesterday 87
Residents who have children that
deed was done some night durira
95 Drive In; I Helena Rubenstein listed in
Welfare submitted the past week, but the exact night
Low last night 55.5 degrees
walk to school in the above areas STATE EIRE LOSSES
bath powder and toilet water, Department of
Wethartve
is not known. He will appreciate
Wind from the N and W at I are raquFsted to have their chil- SET NEW RECORD
Scott Drug; 5 gal regular gas, East to Gov Lawrence W
ter
recommended
cases
Of 935
dren use' particular care when apa tip from someone as to whom the mile per hour.
End Service Sta.; 1 616,06 6 ply
were released ac-cording culprit is.
FRANKFORT, Ky. Sept. 29. —
Barometric pressure 29.82.
proached by strange dogs.
U. S. Royal tire. Buchanan & Las- parole. 884
year,
the
During
report.
Kentucky's fire losses for the first
siter; $5.00 on any paint Job, Tabers to the
returned
were
violators
parole
164
six months of 1952 totaled a reBody Shop: 1 cream shampoo, set
Beauty to state institutions while 476
cord-bresk ing 117,580,519—nearly 82.• and . hair style, College
53, -Shop; Dry cleaning Valued at $1.00 persons were released from acti'Ve000.000 above the corresponding
period in 1951, J. T. Underwood,
. College Cleaners, 1 doz. tapered 6 supervision
2J9
restored
to
were
rights
Civil
LumState Fire Marshal,'reported today.
foot fence posts. Sykes Bros.
durorder
executive
applicants
by
lie termed most of 'the fire damber; Grease job. Gulf Sta. 4th dc
age "due to carelessness."
Chestnut: 1 50 lb can pure lard, ing the same period.
dinCat-fish
The 1952 six- month totals in'Economy Grocery; 2
NOTICE
cluded two large fires—a t1,599,000
ners. Finley's; 2 dressed hen;, Sam
.
By
James
C.
men,
and
news
service
reperters,
threes
ltur-motored
planes
were
Williams
bulk
bag
50
lb
Produce:
fire
at a Louisville printing conL'Kelley's
All Democratic women are urged
It was a great day for the coun- the crowd grew larger and larger. needed to carry his party around. cern, and an approximately 51.popcorn. Ellis Popcorn.
mass meeting to no try editors last Saturday. when
attend
a
to
Governor Stevenson eame out The crew of the three planes were 000400 tobacco warehouse fire in
1 Makirala radio with 'aerial, , held tonight at 7:30 p.m. ;11 tile
foT car, Lawrence Used Car Lot: courthouse. The purpose of the they attended the Stevenson rally the back door of the Angle. witn guests at the luncheon also. The Lexington.
The huge fire loss total was part
1 'gallon Dairy Ann. Dairy Ann: meeting will he to organize Callo- at Vire-President Barkley's home. Vire-President Barkley and hit remainder of the crowd was male
sister. They moved to the long up of first district newspaper men of 2 849 fires reported to the Fire
Seat Covers to fit your car. Hugo way women for the coming elec- the Angles, in Paducah
table in the bark yard. and Gover- and officials.
Marshal's office, compared with
Wilson Motor Sales: 1 shampoo,
We and Mr. T. 0. Turner repration and to elect a chainvaman for
nor Stevenson started filling his
Demos Beauty Shop; 10 gal. gas,
Mrs. Barkley grabbed Mr. Tur- 2.570 for the same period is 1951.
All women are seated Calloway county at the
campaign
this
plate with ham and fried chicken.
Underwood pointed out that 937
Noel Melugin; Clean any uphol- Invited to participate.
pulled • him
ner by the ,sleeve
festivities. Mr. Turner said that he
That was the signal for all the
stered divan. Boone Laundry &
toidard the direction of Mr. Bark- of the reported fires this year
did not get an invitation, but that
photographers on the place to form
Cleaners; 1 lamp, Crass Furniture:
ley' and said, "Alben. Tom has were from unknown causes and did
he was going to carry along nis
a circle around hirt He was pho1 cookie jar and stove set: Ecobrought us another one of those $1,944,912 worth of damage; 67
passport,
a
ham
for
Mr.
Barkley.
?I
11:38
A
'tilting Hours 10:38
tographed from all irections with
nomy Hardware Co.; Seeding for 2
good hams" Mc,
Mr. Turner was grin- from miscellaneous call5"C did
4:1111
P
M
230acres of permanent pasture apThe 'him worked, because the he and Vice-President Barkley ding broadly and so was Mr.,Bark- damage of $1.708.340; 280 were the
8:30
P.M
7110
proved by PMA office. Shoemaker
results of defective electric wiring
group of State Police and Paducah smiling broadly. One photo ,was ley.
•
and appliances; 165 from bad
Seed Co.: Electric Master Braile-,
city police at the entrance to the taken of Mrs. Barkley handing
•
A. B. 'Beale & son; 1 case Gulf
The official Party started to rt chimneys and flues; 329 tram
- Friday's complete record fol- grounds waved us in as we made Governor Stevenson a large piece
catfish.
Pride Oil, Gulf Co.; 1 10 lb
in the fleet of Cadillac. Chrysler. smoking and careless use of matchlows:
the signal to turn left into the of fried chicken.
Waltis Itt Son Gro.; 25 lbs PillsPontiac and Hudson Hornet con- es. 100 from lightning, 26 from
Census _50
brick bordered drive up to the -Following the
luncheon,
fliime
chow;
Murray
Milling
bury dog
vertibles. Vice-President Barkley kerosene explosions. 115 from exAdult Beds-60
hopes.
was about an hour before the party and Governor
Co.; 1 gal. Preston!, Main Street
Stevenson were in posure of one house to another,
Emergency Beds-10
Attendants parked our Ford in
had to leave for the courthouse the first one. Naturally The big 98 explosions, 77 rubbtsh and litMotors; 1 shampoo 'and set. MurNew Citizens-1
behind the cow barn as we drove
downtown
for
Governor
St(
venison,
filters
for
9
Beaeliff
i
‘
S
ghop:
ray
crowd gathered at - the starting ter, and 36 from sparks arising
Patients Admitted--8
past a covey of Cadillac conver'so all the country editors had an
your furnace. (army size) Freed
point of the parade in front of the from combustion.
Patients Dismissed-4
tibles parked on the green yard
-;
opportunity to meet him,
Cotham.
home. Governor Stevenson' quipped
Patients admitted from Wednes- along side the driveway.
1 pair floor mats for any car. day 5:00 p. hi. to Friday 5t00 p. m. • It was a photographers., paradise,
that, Mr. Barkley didn't kaow that LYNN GROVE EIGHTH
Mr.
Turner
had
his
picture
made
Pete's Auto Parts; 1 25 lb kitchen
Master Carry Burkeen, Rt. 1, as political notables were evident withrStevenson when he told the he had so many neighbors. Mr. GRADE ELECTS OFFICERS
wales, Calloway Co-op; 1 ready to Dexter; Mrs.'Raymond Becker and
In all directions. Senator Tom Governor that he was. probably Barkley replied that they were the
eat ham 00-12 lbs) Parker Food baby girl, 524 Greenhill Drive,
The eighth grade have elected
Underwood was the first one we the only man on the arourais who best in the world too.
Market; 2 haircuts,. Dunn Barber
Class officers They were elected
Benton.: Miss Mary Ruth Palmer, saw, then in .quick succession. had yoted for • the Governer's
After the last Cadillac purred as follows: President-Jerry Camp;
Shot); 1 Dobbs hat, Corn-kustin: 307 S. 3rd St., Murray; Mrs. Thom- Senator Earle tlements, Governer
grandfather
for
vice- president. down the driveway
1 bed spread. National Stores; r as Gibbons, Hazel, Donald
toward town. Vice President-Kay Trease. SPCChilton,
Wetherby,
Garrett
Withers,
State
Governor
Stevenson
appreciated
Tappan gas range, completely inwe went out to the cow pasture be- reta ry-Fronee. Perry. Treasurer1609
Hamilton,
Murray:'.
Miss
Senator
Strother
Melton.
Mr.
Turthis
fact
and
Turner
engaged
Mr.
stalled with 2 100 lb. 'cylinders
hind the barn--to"recover our '49 S h ir I ey Butterworth. Recreation
Nancy 'Parsons. College Station. ner took his .ham in the front in conversation.
•
filled. Airlena 'Gas Co. and Murray
Ford. On the way back we noticed Leaders-Nancy Morton and Ina
Murray: Mrs Jessie Dean, 404 door where he-was met by a secGovernor
the
Stevenson
captured
Manufacturing Co.
a big sign nailed up inside the Lawrence. Reporter-Cherrie Parks.
Wind St.. Paris; Mrs Charles Car- retory and Mrs. Barkley. Mrs. interest of the entire gathering
The Junior High cheerleadmg
son, and baby boy, Rt. 1, Murraf; Barkley made a lot of to do over and kept them laughing with his been that said. "Vote Democratic."
were also elected. They are Nancy
. BULLETIN
Master Brock Arnold 1613 Miller, the Wept Kentucky ham, and Mr. ready wit. He seemed to be able to
The event was thoroughly.enjny- Morton, Frances Perry. Shirley
WASHINGTON Sept. 29( UP)— Murray: Mrs Ernie Thompson and Turner knew tgat he was in.
top just about any remark that ed by those attending, and. the Butterworth. and Cherry Parks
litchard Nixon's vice presidential baby boy, 44% Elm, Murray: Mrs.
After about an hour of waiting was made.
magnitude of an undertakirag such
We hope Mr-Barkley Jones, nor
campaign headquarters has an- C. S. Devine, Calvert City; Mrs. and viewing the huge congregation
Most of the crowd at the outdoor as running for president was more principal, will be able to attend
nnuneed• that Mania will have no Hugh Frank Miller, Lynn Grove; of "Stevenson Press" men, photog- luncheon were members of Stev- deeply
impressed on the political school soon.
more to say about hi, finances.
Otis Long, Lynn Grove. ,
Mphers,. newsreel men, television enson's party. We understood' that novices there.
Cherry Parks, reporter

Three Polio Cases
In Purvear, Two
From Same Family

Today

ked and Experienced
lechanies

!E YOUR CAR
Y MOTORS
Phone 170
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Eisenhower to Reveal Financial

JUST ONE BIG HAPPY FAMILY AS IKE TOURS OHIO

Owzik Billington
Gets Gold Ribbon

Sculpture By Miss
011een Williams
Bought By Museum

Outbreak Of

A
Almo Reported

Television

nitory

1947

Rabies Near

Philco

RDUE, Proprietor

All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper for

Why Not
Do All
Your Shopping 1,11111\killit,iikkilik
In Murray

Letter Ti Editor

• TIRE REPAIR

ILABLE AT

Selected As Best

Country Editors Enjoy Day At Barkley Home
As Political Notables Gather For Rally

Murray Hospital

little attention to the stories. . .
regarding the relationship of such
funds to income tax returns."
However, Hagerty said, "since
there now seems to be a public
interest in his financial situation,
he will get his records together
and I am sure he will make a
statement later on."
The Republican high command
also announced that Eisenhower
will make a major address at
the
Hartford: Connecticut, on
morning of October 22nd.
Stevenson is expected to comment on his own financial report
tonight in a nation-wide address.
His income tax returns show he
made some half-a-million dollars
in the past 10 years—and that 212thousand dollars of it went for
taxes.
The question of the candidates'
financial affairs cropped up with
the disclosure Richard Nixon had
the Editor and your splendid staff.
set up by California businessmen.
Nixon explained his financial status last week, along with an appeal
for public comment, she result.
of that appeal still are pouring
into the GOP national committee
headquarters in Washington. Se
far, two million messages have
-been received with 350 to one in
favor of Nixon remaining on the
Republican ticket.
President Truman is out on the
road—blasting at the GOP from
\Owen Witty of New Concord is the rear platform of his whistleinse serious condition at the Mur- stop train.
ray Ixaspital, following an accident
In a major address at Fargo,
Saturday night on the Paris road. North Dakota, this morning, Mr.
The accideat occurred near Hazel. Truman said Eisenhower is a gullihowever the, exact details could ble man who has spent all of his
not be learned„
life in the army. . And therefore
The surgeon 'attending Witty is unwise' to the ways of GOP
reported that he is suffering from politicians. He said that as result:
a concussion, a double fracture of the GOP presidential nominee is
the left arm. and a possible tract- avoiding the real *issues of the
lured and dislocated vertabra. The campaign and is "appealing to the
left arm is cut above the elbow people's emotions."
almost half way through with the
As Mr. Truman put it: -That's
muscles and blood vessels severed. why you won't find anything in
His condition is listed as serious, most of his speeches except slohowever some improvement in his gans. generalities and scare words.
condition is reported.
I think its insulting to the American people to tell them they make
up their Minds according to their
emotions, and not on the basis of
the great issue' that are before
them."

By United Press
Dwight Eisenhower has accepted
of Adlai Stevenson.
challenge
the
He has decided to disclose his
financial affairs.
_ilwnes Hagerty — Eisenhower's
says
chief news spokesman
Eisenhower will make a financial
day.
statement before election
However, Hagerty says he is not
certain whether this will include
Eisenhower's income tax returns
for recent years.
The announcement follows publication last night of Stevenson's
federal income tax returns for the
past 10 years. In making his financial status public. Stevenson implied that Eisenhower and GOP
Vice Presidential nominee Richard
Nixon should do the same.
Hagerty said: "Since the General
has not previously been in politics, and since he has not had a
political fund and does not now
have such a fund, he has given

Owen Witty In

Bad Condition
After Wreck

Murray Negro Held
On Charge Of
Stealing Truck

Tilly
Brown
Cavitt, Murray
Negro, is being held by county
police and is charged with stealing a tractor from the Sykes Brothers Milling Company.
According to Sheriff Wayne
Flora Tilly is charged with stealina
the tractor Saturday night, and
wrecking it near the Wiley Parker
home near Midway on the Hazel
highway. Flora, said that Cavitt
then walked and hitchhiked to the
Big Apple. Negro roadhouse on the
South side of Hazel in Tennessee.
Sheriff Flora went to the roadhouse with Tennessee officers and
apprehended Cavitt. He was incarcerated in the Paris jail, and later
removed to the Calloway county
jail.

Dexter Lady
Dies Sunday

Mrs. Liby Goodwin. age 61 passed away at her home on Dexter
Route 1 Sunday at 4:45 p.m. Her
death was attributed to cancer
following an extended illness.
Survivors are her husband, Eulis Goodwin: two daughters, Mrs.
Loyd Jones and Mrs. Ben Grogan
of Murray; one son,. Ralph Goodwin of Detroit, Mich : one brother,
Carlie Miller of Dexter; five grandchildren
The deceased was a member of
the Palestine Methodist Church
where funeral services will be
held this afternoon at four o'clock
with Rev. Hoyt Owen and Rev.
Henry Smith officiating.
Burial will be in the „palgatine
cemetery with Linn Funeral H0/111
of Benton in charge of the arBy United Press
A soldier sat on a hill in Korea rangements
with his head bare. .. his helmet
on the ground.
sFROCLAMATION
Then a shell exploded...
The soldier Sat rubbing the side
WHEREAS, the women of
of his head his ear was gone.
America have. and are. tendert,*
His first words: "this is a, silly significant service to businass. inkind of way to get hurt . .. but dustry and the professions. and
darned if I don't think I got me a
WHEREAS, in recognition of the
stateside wound." Meaning , one National. State and Local organithat will require treatment 'hi a zations of Business and Profeshospital here at home.
sional Women. 'Then the medic arrived .
.
THEREFORE. f George Hatt,
crawling up the hill on his stom- Mayor of the City of Mutray. Kenach. He tried to put a bandage on tucky. DO HEREBY designate the
the soldier's wound. But the sol- week of September 28 - October 4
as Business and Professional Wodier pushed him away.
The medic got mad.) He said' men's Week.
George Hart. Mayor
"how am .I going .to fix you Jerks
Murray, Kentucky
if you try to fixe everything yourselves. . ."
He wanted to say more. . . but
another "Ccilnrounist shell exploded.
The soldier wAis eh ri,gt .--. the
medic was dead.
The soldier carried -Iffelsody
down the hill to an ambulance
unit,'But they refused to take it QUESTION
out that night. They said there is
Irvin Cobb once wrote of a
no use risking lives to take out rat which, each evening, walked a
a dead man for burial,
telephone wire at Paducah. Have
"Look." said the wourided sol- you ever` seen a similar incide.at?
dier, "this guy came out to get ANSWERS
me And I'll kill everyone in this
Mrs. Bruce Thornton: I don't
tambulance outfit) if you don't think so.
help ,get him down out of here
Mrs. James Sykes: No, I haven't.
and buried properly."
Mrs.'Donald Robinson: No, I rsure
The arribuisnee drove off with haven't.
the tiody.
Mrs. James 5filler: No. I never
The soldier looked down the heard of such a thing
road.
Mrs. Ensie Cullom: No, I never
. He said: "What's an ear?"
saw anything like that.

Soldier Gets
"Stateside Wound"
And Is Happy

Inquiring
Reporter
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SPORTS
LINEUP

Anoteer batch of individual
cords has gone into Inc books folIRIBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier
T7 Array, per week 15c. per
By United Press
: th.rd and Phi!acielphia fourth. elle- lowing yesterday' final action. Stan
Mania 65c_ In Calloway and adjoining c,sunttes. per
lineeivAuel
hoiA.Ars
Musial of the St. Louis Cardinals.
outweighed' cago. CincAnnati. Boston and
year. 33.50; elm.
PittsMiura 16-30.
team pArformarices today as the burgh fellow in
won his sixth National League
that ceder
'major leagues playen out the l Getting back
to the individual batting crown with a .336 malt
string in the 1957 seeson.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9152
I honors. Ralph Kiner of the Pirates while Ferris Fain of the A's re2
The individual t.tles--the honors and Hank Sauer
of the Cubs shar- peated as the American League
the players use as bargaining ed major league
home run honors leader with a .327 average. Larry
levers at cor.tract time-provided 1 with
each. That keeps alive Doby of Cleveland won the Amerithe interest. There were severel l Hiner's record of having
can League home run derby with
led or
einso races involved. TA a - number tied for the lead in
home rune 32. Ralph Kiner of Pittsburgh arid
ot the games drew surprising at- even' year he's been
in the big Hank Sauer of Chicago tied for
tendance considering they . couid i time. The American
National I.eague honors with 37.
League homel
Robin Roberts of the Philadelphia
have no bearing on the league I run race was wen by
Larry Dohy,
Phils wound up the winningeet
standings.
U. S. MAR1NgS hit the beach at Aalbaek. Jutland. in rough weather during closing phase of
e
who hit his 32nd yesterday.
Operation
and
01Ialabram. big NATO naval maneuvers in the North sea area. Note affirm, sky. ferertiational
thereby edged out his teammate. pitcher in either league with
Streadeliotej
Stan Musial of St LOJIS clinehed
victories and seven losses.
Luke Easter. by one.
his second straight National League
Doby's blast also gave him a
• ball opener for both chios. All
bettieg championship and the sixth
ing to the directors.- The Park money in the four. two•Year i.
c:ose margin over another team Returns from the box offices the teams except Washington and directors say the 1953 progra n ',takes. The Arlington end Washof his career Musial finished with
mate-Al Roeen-in the runs bat- aren't
spreading mucii .toy among the Cardinals kicked of/ :heir calls for a total stake distriemti
an unofficial .336 mark-13 points
on 'ington Futurities will gross iisou. .
ted in race for the junior circuit. owners and
stockholders A United season yesterday. Cleveland beat l of $1,100.000 With in ire added
hither than that posted by Frank
, $145.009. under the new thAup.
Ray Boone liVAIS aboard when
Lar- Press survey shows that Mai)? the Los Angeles Rams 37-7, PhilBaureholte of Chicago. Musial and
ry hit his homer and that boosted league attendance
was nail nine adelphia beat Pittsburgh 31.25, Ness AO
Baunitroltz. engaged in a bit of byhis RBI total to ffec_one more per cent less than
last years fig- York downed Dallas 24-6. the Chi- la
play as the Cubs beat the t'ardinets
than Rosen who did not play today. ure. Among the
five clubs shew- cago Bears beat Green Bay 24-14.I
3-nothing.
The National League RBI crown ing increases. the St
Browns and San Francisco brat Detroit'
Musial came in from the out - goes to Sauer by a wide margin. lead with a hike of so.-ne 226.0011 17-3.
The
hammering Cub (nitfielder-fni.„.i.The New York Yankees show tie
field and pitched to Peumholtz ii.
Veteran Louise Suggs is $853 to:
hl 1r
2inn
the first inning The Chicago bat- insehretpwge
_is
_14om
fmore tp
ha
tuniceuree biggest decrease, about 313,000, but the good followin
g her v.ctory
Hee Obligingly. switched to the op•
still lead both leaguer with a total
in the Betty Ja-reson Open Golf
The
cosne side of the plate. and reactsce of 1.637.000.
.
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.c uThe
thele
e Aba
Le
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We have the lighilluty truck
for your job

Made to Order
Oil
1
or Gas Tanks
loon

Nesiray M.C.TarA Cs
now
ns
_
.

Caine in and 1st as prow that there's an Ater-

W -ERE TUTTZE*3 FNIONE--

national light-duty truck made for your job. Made
to do it better. Made to do it for less money. Made
to do it years longer. Before you decide on your next
light-duty truck, see the International line.

•Sev•6 Heat ordinarily lost up tft• flu*. •
• Gives more 4:uniformly healed rooms. '
• Hoots a greater area more comfortably'.
• Not a fan — not • biower — an additional —
un4
}het saves oil and gives more heat.
Pick of the plckeps1

A real gogetter, easy to handle in the armchair comfort of the roomy
Corido-Vision Cab Nine models,
%. and I-ton. Body lasgths,
IPA, 8, and 9 feet.

Preferred Panel! Look, and

You'll
knea. abs. ;
1 i and 34-ton Ririe
ith 71/2 -foot txxiv Smart. roomy.

efficient Easy to handle. Easy ois
gas and oil.

fileet"ItAr.blellt-Step.'"
Internationale with
WI -steel Metro
bodies have led the multi-stop deliyery
field for 14 straight
years. 1", and 9' 2foot bodies with 235
and 292-cu. foot capacity. Larger Metro
bodies available on

7-Maas
Wine
8111
t•

itere 1 tetnes

r

r
r
r

,
,

r.eer.ae. tare
Chairman
es An toe congressional ...Armee inve t gr.i.ng
anAi Cowles it Lk nny fright A. NBC vice prestdent.
.- • n tamer-en .ate to %lent, Harris slid some retitle object.
•11t19te rght nut ot Ire tIlittr•ort ecreti
Dentty
a.ia toe,tri'd., ons-on and the smoke shouldn tuther
self r.guistirm Is the or..y effect.. e nay of main......
Ti:.

Serviceable Stakes! Nine models.
54• '4 and 1 -ton siaes with 7% or
8i footbodies. For bulky loads.
Easily converted to Sat-bed use.

11,4-.ton chassis.
•gi.teo Reinserted 'rade mark of The
Metropolitan 53ji &wiper* hocsubsidiary of the Itverr.,•,,,a, Har,•<ter
CnottAanY
C.
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NEW Commander OIL HEATERS
1.11
.r.US•

With fix egcluslye Allen "Air-Impellator"
and "Lo-Pilot"
burner you are as•aroci of a more comfortably
h•aterd
horn, sod • s•.•bstantial saying in feel bills.
-v
LATEST MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY

POSITION OPEN
liePosition open for young man,

mechanically inclined,
high school graduate. Permanent job, local, good

tea). vacation.

Call at Ledger and Times

more. easier, at lower cost

Coin* In Today — Nan)Your Orders Now

Crass Furniture

For complete

Bettor roods mean a better America

informatiori about any Internatiortpl light-fluty truck,

come in and see us-

TRUCK & TRACTOR COMPANY
Fourth and Chestnu
t Str7et

ra:
South Third Street

ity bodies Perfect for seray.lnernshop .ork. 61/2, 7/
1
2-toot bodies.
115 and 127-4nch -wheelbase'.

JONES - DAVIS

.MA) H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

Climpaul

Workshop en Whisels1 International'a with all-steel service-util-

Double-Ss-eke Ikkupl The AD•ABAK - provides higher sides and
a drosehabile rack for your International 61,4.8 OT9-Ice4 pickup liaule

Telephone 1200

Superior Ambulance S.rervice
Phone 3S)

311 ft. 4th St. Murra:,, ri: PI .!.rie 98
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Season Low
On Hog Price
November

A.•1••-onli,

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SOME OF THESE TAVERN BRAWLS ARE REAL LUI.

75.
St

Clean Chimney
Before Time
To Build Fire
Clean out your chimney while
the weather's warm, advises the
National Fire Protection Association.
A chimney should be cleaned
every year, the NEPA says. If
work is done during the warm
months, it won't be necessary to
phut off the heat later for an
emergency job.
Dirty chimneys are dangerous
because they can shoot sparks out
on rooftops. To lessen the danger,
the NFPA recommends that fireresistant roofing such as asphalt
shingles always be used.
Fire-resistant roofing is considered necessary even when a chimney is in perfect condition. Sparks
from other sources—other chimneys and all kinds of outdoor fires
—are a constant hazard. Windblown spark's can be carried hundreds of yards and stiU be burning
when they land.

By United Press
agriculture department exedicts the season low in
ces will come in the last
pIipvernber or early- in
er.
The ,pokesman says there's not
likely to be any repetition of the
severe break in hog -pekes last
w
. In December of 1951, the
I average pric?s* for leogs
wag 1$17.00 pee.hundredweV. Inload ,J moving up frons—thetpoint, pi ices tumbled . down close
to
s $16 mark in April.
uced spring pig crop will
...seasonal dross this fill.
rrners have indicated the
crdp - also will be under
r's level, a factor pointing
tively strong pork markets
ring.
tbreak of the hog disease
rexarrtherna- -hat•iffs3116anges in the marleting p!cipments were reduc?1 dursummer, and this is exto bring more 1-io,ts to
this fall.
s say farmers may also
need to chnnge piens and
be
hold more sows back for breeding this fall, But USDA officials
don't expect this; to be a major
factor, they doubt if there. wll
be *ugh of it to bring any sub-,
standal Increase in the next pig
crop.

-
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SHEEPMEN TO MEET AT
UNIVERSITY OCT. le-

Begins 29th Year

The 15th annual state "sheep
day" program at the University of
Kentucky at Lexington Oct. In
include an all-day meeting at the
Experiment Station followed by a
banquet in the evening.
The Kentucky sheep industry in
review, its present position and
plans for expansicn will be the
general theme for dismssion, according to Richard C. Miller, who
is arranging the program.
-Speakers wilt include nittanally
known leaders in the rheep
try and related fielik, prominent
lamb producers, representatives of
packers, pasture authorities and
others concerned with the improvement of stock-raising.
Dr.. B. J. Swartz of Washington,
head of the Zoological Division of
the United States Department of Agriculture, and one of the natien's• leading authorities on parasites, will be among the speakers.
A feature of the banquet will
be the recognition of local and outof-the-state people who have rendered invaluable servi•:•es in connection with sheep-raising and
other- agricultural production.

big

•
UNDER PRISON sentence of 298
years, Roger Touhy (left) is escorted into a Chicago courtroom
by a Deputy U.S. Manhal. Touhy
testified that the kidnaping in
1933 of John "Jake the Barber"
Factor, for which he was con% icted, never took place. The ex.
gang boss claimed he was convicted in a conspiracy of law enforcement officials with leaders of
Capone syndicate.(International)

Maintenance Loans
Hull in Bethesda
Hit Record High
For Half of 1952

'The agriculture department hiss
au
zed a fifteen percent inin imports of all agriculcommodities subject to imTHE FOTOG happened along at just the right time on Los Angeles' Pico street. It seems a lady's honor was
control.
the same time, USDA officiata. allegedly at stake In a bar, and along came a Lochinvar. A challenge was made and the adversaries went
outside, where you see the buff-bang-sock-kick results in progress. Note that the knockdown victim's
lifted all Import controls on
ha
woman companion is about to come to his rescue wielding a shoe, and she doesn't look merciful. Also, the
t
important varieties of Itali-mt
(internalsane' Sound photo)
loser la „Wising coins out of his pocket...
, sheep's milk cheese Ftsitable
ch
for grating. . and pecorino cheese
is
Suitable for grating. Controls
w
dripped aslo on stilton var- ginning
cotton.
--- -- le • of blue mold cheese, while
The vyriety used in the experiqu
were increased on edam
ment will be pima 32. grown on
an4 gouda cheese.
action on Italian cheese an Arizona farm. Half the co•tan
Increase total cheese imports will be picked by hand, half by
Italy. The two verities drop- machine. Half will be skinned on
front the control list are in an old-style gin, the rest on the
supply, and actual imports most modern roller gin available.
Ginners will report on moisture
be small,
trials say the changes order- measurements and trash content.
esterday wsn•t interfere with Five cooperating mills will report
nears production or price sup- on the grade, strength and usefulnes.4 of the two lots of cotton.
pi °gra rns.
,
Another series of experiments on
lir National Cotton Council is the same cotton will be made at
anglpieting plans for an experi- the agriculture department's spin"not comparing.old-fashioned and ning laboratory at Clemson ColInidern methods of harvesting and lege, South Carolina.
- ----------- - - - -- -

Home maintenance and repair
loans insured by the Federal
Housing Administration under its
Title I program leaped to a rec
ord high of $45.3,390,159 for the
first six months of 1952. This compares to $304,947,339 for a similar
period in 1951, the previous record
year.
The yolume of Title I loans is
taken is an indication of the total
amount of money spent annually
for home modernization. This is
estimated at 83,000,000,000 for last
"ear.
The FHA insures loans for both
materials and labor. For example,
money can be borrowed to buy
shingles for reroofing and
asphalt csr
costs
to pay f ;application. Labor cos
are kept at a minimum because
asphalt shingles can be applied
.old roofing.
aver molt

THEY'VE GOT THEIR TROUBLES

'BACK FROM VACATION IN EUROPE

ANTELOPE BEATS HORSE
An antelope would beat a race
horse. nurses run at about 45
miles per hour; antelopes, about
C' 2

-

Ai

re-etested presiWILLIAM GABE
erican Federatioar
dent of lae/A
gavel following
ot Labor,
election al New York conventior
9th year tri office. A
to laggin del
earlier delegate:
rid4
few
endorsed Stevensor
unanim
(international
for Pres

DON1111ISS THIS!

e, each Saturuction sale at
PSON'S Barn,.,
t of dishes
in‘ K gold. It will
nepcliec
ing oo register
Cost you
for a set t ' these dishes.
Sunday and Monday
Come in and* put your name
"Captain Horatio
in the box on Saturday! Two
Hornblower"
sets given away every Satin Technicolor
urday! One at-he afternoon:
'tarring Gregory Peck and sale which begins at 1:30:
Virginia Mayo
p.m. and one at the eveningl
tale which begins at 7:30.
Wednesday
Tualimik-y and
Cordell
STATESMAN
ILMERICAN
'Retreat, Hell"
Hull, 80, Is in critical condition in
Come One, Come All.,
Bethesda, Md , Naval hospital fol- with Frank Lovejoy, Richard
and Join the Fun
He has I • .,arson, Anita Louise
lowing a brain stroke
been in poor health for several
l Drawings at 4:30 & 9:30
-mi
It's all

-

day at the
ERNIE

95 DRIVE IN trims

thsternatsortoD I

years.
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NOSE,THROAT,
and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields
FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

WIFELY CONCERN Is registered by'Queen Sot...vs-as she -woks at grave
expression of the Shah of Iran In this latest photo of them, made in
garden of Saadabad palace, Tehran. The shah's gravity stems from
(interne:sorsa sou naprsotol
current IrarUan oil trouble*.
ad Penal Look, and you'll
why. 1,1 and %-ton mites
i-forst body Smart, roomy,
t Easy to handle. Easy on
oil.

BEING LOOKED OVER BY THE M"'

A reeponsible consulting organization has
reported the results of a_continuing study by a
competent medical specialist and his staff on the
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes'.
group of people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
nionths this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields - 10 to 40 a day.
45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of

A

York or
SENATOR AND MRS. Estes Kefauver wave greetings at New
(International)
arrival on liner Independence from vacation In Europe.

ears and throat.

•
exam:
thorough
a
after
specialist,
medical
The
stated:
ination -of every member of the group,
!`It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and
accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in tii•
six -months period by smoking the cigaretif. •
provided.':

10 years each. •
rtroproitan SW.Cotispanv
compaor

examination, including X-ray pictures, by the
medical specialist and his assistants. The exam-:
ination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,

••••

At the beginning and at the end of the sixmonths period each smoker was given a thorough

Make the holiday a "fown-1433. This
is an ideal time to beautify your lawn by
weeding, feeding and seeding it.
TURF BUILDER—the right food to revive
summer ravaged lawns. Make them smile
again. 25 lb - $2.50 feeds 2500 sq ft,
Feed 10,000 sq ft - $7.85

Scan
LAWN SEED

hop on Whisels1 Internswith all-iiteel nervier unites Perfect for away-f mmcork.. 6%, 7%-foot
bodies'.
d 127-inch wheelbase..,

Ideal for foil planting because it's
all perennial, makes the deluxe
lawn in sun ar shade ... sow less
because of the millions of sure
growing seeds In each pound.
I lb - $1.50 5 lbs • $7.35

tee gli-e

CKS

EITHER WAY YOU
LIKE 'EM

Phone 575

East Main

OTHER KING-SIZE

KIN-G -344-a

CIGARETTE

.
E
G.AlETTE5
AITTE5

•

Scotts Spreaders — Make It a
breeze to feed, seed or weed the
lawn. Save on materials. Sturdy
steel with rubber tires.
Junior. 17 35 Nn 5. I7 VI

ECONOMY IIARDWARE

CONTAINS TOBACCOS
OF BETTER QUALITY &
HIGHER PRICE THAN ANY

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR CHESTERFIELD-

•
tally? I a•10 re•aaeo Ca

New
CALIFORNIA DELEGATION at the Letter Carriers' coriventiorripYork surrounds General Eisenhower at Manhattan Center after presenting him with a button and cap. The Kansas delegation already
lei
had made a similar presentation and the Hawaii delegation hung a
around his neck. Ike told the carriers the GOP will not "buy favor or
secure votes by pandering !as any particular group," (International)

Buy CHESTE

11,
84., Ionia{
,
011•CCO

in.D.Much Milder
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Rural Fires Hit New Peak

Hazel FFA Enjoys
Trip To Fair

On eleed.e, Sip; 22. the Hazel
High School FFA and FHA enjoyed a trip to Memphis to the
Mid-South Fair. There were WI
BAFFIN
students .attended by the . lave'
IS.
bees. We -ehaelerece -two- - Waitern Kentucky Stages for our Jute
•
An ANTIC
ins.
•
HUDSON
While at the fair we enjoyed ti's
OCEAN
OCEAN
many exhibits. the rodeo and carBAY
•
Mval. There was so much to see
CANADA
c)i-!*
we could hardly see- everything.
SEATTLE
There were buses of stucemte from
a number of states and every ona
sieeeiPtG
0
11
4
#
seemed to have a very nice. thn.
GREAT LAKES !
Both in going to Memphis and
returning we spent a short while
•
at Brownsvilk, where we had
SAN fRANC)SCO
UNITED STATES
something to eat and a st,ort rest.
1111
NEW YOR
We arrived back at Hazel around
1030 Monday night.
post of Thule (A).from which long-ranim
defense
U.S.
new
the
Is
ROUTES
AM
POLAR
Hazel won a first Prise or $30.
LYING ACROSS THE
miles fro*
from building
targets in the event of a war. Located 930
. "Thuhoner was determined by Flammable wood shingles enable fire to spread readily
bombing attacks can be carried out against enemy
fully completed. If the Soviet Union has come
whole farmstzads can be burned.
when
1236,000.000
cost
will
base
huge
the
Pole,
above, Multiplying the . /*umber of stu- to building. In rural areas,
the North
map
the
On
(B).
Land
Josef
Franz
presumed to be in
parable facilities in the Arctic region, they are
(Central Press) dents by the number of miles
Thule to key Russian cities.
An "epidemic" of fires ;n rural mon fire hazards were eliminated.
traveled.
dotted lines show fiyir.g distances from the U.S. base at
areas is noted by the Natianal This Fire Prevention Week pro—Maxine White, reporter Fire Protection Association. sport, gram is recorntr.ended:
•
It says. Clara Gable Purchased
tor of Fire Prevention Week, Oc.. '
1-Install electrical wiring DropHare."
3-11.
trly. Only a skilled electrician
Gable has been kind to the
The manager of a small cafe in
-There are more rural fires to- has the knowledge required for
the village of Newquay. where the autograph hounds. top. One day dav than ever before.," says Percy
results. Keep power eqeipcompany has' been shooting. war: he yees seated outside- his *Met Bugbee, The It/7AI general nom* safe
fluent in good repair.
everu heIrred after Gable popped in the small village emelt he ;seer. -There ate .ssnall fires foi
1—Smoke carefully. Never amok
esraidae gre
rm.
eaciced.
efinudp h
a‘ot
f people on the oed
'in for diner. He put in ex. nth
part, but because ;lumen in bens. Careless smoking al.,:
inge;;IsEaFh bald' theemoit
and silver with
=relessness is the hidden cauair
use of matches is atill the No. 1
is hazard
The actor stood up and cal:ed to r.. a rly all f.res the destruction
Gable takes ail this with his
3--Keep stoves and furnaces in
them cheerfully. 'come nearer. lf ir.eaccusable."
a -going style.
usual e.:is
Bugbee calls particular atten- good conditeet
st
triy
d
England
v.sit
second
to
his
It's
Clark Gabefs been long ae4—Protect buildings with firethat
. T11 look
ce-Pilut-e
-ant4"d- lien to the increasing climber of
r7
fm
kr.aiv!edged in Hollywood as "The During World War 11 he
e'ectrical ft re s. Electric cl firs 1.repistant roofing. Ch.:rimer, spiu•ks
d
t`n"Pf
lar-sErielesei-en--luey—Rni---in
months
many
King--and now hes won that
i naddleelp
i;
sed fdthre20:r h.here doubled. be says. Pointing and .sparks from field fires and
ick
ile(
he yard
heyrriedo
. Tei
Foercesme
S. Air .th
".ee
fm
dith se 1..
etie on the other s.cle of .he
minuses. Wet that more fairs than ever trash fires endanger buildings.
bid his
5—Store gasoime end kerosene
One reporter wrote. "Clark before now have electricey. se
timel
soldiers'
un:forrn.
This
a
of
Gable is in Ereland now for the
farmers not to do their own away from main buildings, precamminsas 1.TR
of
air
an
erelees
G_ahle
I
Ne'
but
life.
quiet
a
leaci.ng
he's
.,hooting of a picture, "Never Let
Bretfsit leibich borders on the world cf electrical wiring because -an ap- ferably underground.
Me Go.- And according to the lei- %von the adneratien of the:
6—Clean up trash and rubbish.
He also lakes great p..rently simple little mistake can
at
available
being
by
ten coming' back from his co7—Use lightning rods. Inspect
result in a major fire."
1" time!careladitte.orfench%
estior.s.
qu
for
w or kers. the British movie fans
.At least 90 percent of aU rural reds, connections. alid grounds
ar
elycsngis
pa
l lw
neatt ati
s, v
.he mper;
ssdhia
emtaa
LHe
corehis
liked
frank
British
The
hate become his loyal subjects.
fires would be prevented if earn- regularly.
To the average British movie- merit abotu their food ration;.Ors
ksjiligklii.he breueht with film. a:e
arrowsl
law
of
day
first
the
frpiapparently
kuer. Clarii Gable
in perfect conektion."
:cerium the n ovies. London re- was asked .f. like many visiting
Oat.7e lived quietly at a hetel
e4
hav,
intended
--lie.
Arnericar.s.
ng
reams
written
Porters have
Lemclon and skipped the night
copy abut him, fro treshat se eens,,teaks and butter snipped 1.3 hint 'In
spot.: frequented by /nary
briektaet to what he we.. -s. • -I think tears quite wrong."
f
e inall.it
rs. All
.
the hestwal
red
- - will
:f
go
drtr.ks r..r.ly tea toy breakfast, Gable replied. *lieu British done
one
whizh li•ok so bad on your &et. While
the
in
by
efay.
England.
teleie
arnkies
rrdsishAn
GUATEMALA'S new arriMmacior te
do
rica had
.cees
sho
I'm here Ill eat what yea give sent
the- U S Seitor Don thielerma endears hire • to his hosts.
shop. he's me."
he outs
Whenever
Toriello Gareio enters door of the
followed by a cross d of fans., Bie
White House te prese.r.t ha credentee
Aemecen movie-go
Vats. He :ucceeees Caries H
remain quietly 'in the beckgrour
Jeldana.S.a.r.do:aL (international) so
won't have te sly.p
rut hordes of 'people w8icktO Often such shopping visits- nave
REtt/5121i CL.A.SSIFIEDS
teen followed by- the appearance
IT CAM= EXPERTS
of a sign in the shop windows.
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Post Binders
Ledger Sheets, all sins
Columnar Pads, all sizes
Mimeograph Paper, all sizes
Second Sheets
Carbon Sheets and Rolls
Envelopes, all types
Postal Scales
Parker Pen and Pencil Sets
Esterbrook Desk Pens
Scotch Tape and Dispensers
Blotters
Waste Paper Baskets
Letter Baskets
Shipping Tags
Portable Registers
Register Tickets
Staplers and Staples
Adding Machine Rolls
Office Chair Cushions, foam rubber
Guest Checks
Letter Files
File Folders
Note Book Binders
Date Stamps
Scratch Pads, all sizes
Rubber Stamps — Pads — Ink
Pencil Sharpeners
Rubber Cement
Paper Clips
Thumb Tacks
Ink Erasers
Rubber Bands
Index Cards
Typewriter Erasers
Pencils — all colors
Merchandise Tags
Index Files and Trays
Stationery
Numbering Machine Ink
Paper Punches
Paper Tape Dispensers
Shorthand Pads
Poroll Books
Desk Trays
Typewriter Ribbons
Marginal Rule Paper
Onion Skin Paper
Binder Covers
1-Time Chrbons
Posture Chairs
Typewri:ers
Adding Machines
Filing Cabinets, 12 and 4 drawer
Cash Registers
Check Writing Machines
Addresserettes
Desks and Executive Chairs
Folding Chairs
Typewriters Tables
Utility Cabinets

t

Guatetirla Envoy

Clark Gable
Ambassador

of cood will .hwihb:cuhtIlthtehestpalr..t..di

CEAUTIFULLY

REBUILT

•

wa
tal
C.

LEDGER & TIMES
Office Supply Department

COMMUNIST CHINA'S Premier Chou En-Lal is shown in Moscow signing the. pact drawn up between his
country and Russia. Officials grouped around are (from left) A. S. Panyushkin, A. Y. Vishinsky, N. T.
Feiloreneo, V M. Molotov, all of Ressia; Su Yui and Chang Wen-Tien of Chime G. I. Tunkin, Russia;
(international)
'u-Chun, China; Stalin; Chou, signing; G. M. Malenkov and L. P. Berta, Russia.
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TIMES, MURRAY, EINTUCICY
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Cash Paid For Dead 'Animal,!!
HORSES, MULES,COWS
Animals Removed Free

WEST KENTUCKY

RENDERING CO.

Call Collect_We Pay All Phone Charges
Phone—Wingo

122

th,
Re
Mi
be

Effective Monday.Sept.15

TOTAL
CASH PRICE

p.

Our business hours will be as follows
until further notice:

Complete with

9

MONDAY-FRIDAY

ATTACHMENTS

7 a.m. 10 p.m.

Trr F r-1

1-1

PLUS LONG
EXTENSION
CORD
Rebuilt
with
Capitol Parts
2 Tsar Written Guarantee

I 1 1
_

7 a.m. 5 p.m.

SATURDAY

CLOSED

SUNDAYS

CARPORT
111.,'• to.

WRITE FOR FREE HOME
DEMONSTRATION NEXT WEEK

If We Don't Have What

arid without compli- the roof. He peints out that the
cated structural detailing. this owner could choose from a variplan is intended for tee moderate- ety o seIrd and blended shingle
income family that wants a clean- colors. Any of several siding maiy styled modern house with three terials or combination of matel/edroorns. It is Plan 206of archi- rials would be suitable.
area of
•
.
The, house envers
tect Walter T. Anicka, 617 Foreet,
figure 13
00 Male
• j 11
Ann Arbor,.Mich.
Construction
The rectanguIer shape contains , he Out iii estim -'
can give
Aebuild,
enough storage and clesot space to
east per square
compensate for the lack of a base- an approxir
MEMPHIS, TENN.
1426 UNION AVE.
ment. if a basement is desired. foot" for r, • 'relay.
. 0,i0n et your
,01.4
without obil,oft, I want a FREI Ii-,,e DOI'
The ite .4 need not be pieced
however, the plens-coald he mothTully guarartait1 NITWIT TUCTROTI'7; HITT WUK
one, A stairway resell; • eie floor plan shows it.
fled to in .ludo
•.
ro, would depend largeNAM"
could be constructed in the Utility Its r
• Use width of the lot. ,
ly
MONS N.
room IITC3.
IADDOttS3
htdIdIng
plaos
I
are
atailed
'
For the sake of economy, stand3KD
stats
CITY
...little from Walirr,T. Anicka,
ard materials a..., used tereee
II LCD. Address, Mame 5•04 Specific terections
.17 Forest, Amy—Mow, Mich.
out. 'Architect Anicka
C. Cower oho 111/14..sh"
Refer to Plata 206J •
ilrieresilitaat esphtlt,
Compact

These.hours includc all departments
O..

VACUUM

MURRAY'MOTORS.Inc.
YOUR FRIENDLY FORD DEALER
605 West Main
Murray, Ky.

Phone 170

I

You Want
We'll Get It For You
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rig LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
•
WANTED AT ONCE: 1st class
mechanics, contact Pat Watkins
or Bill Solomon at Murray Motors
Inc. WM W. Main Street. Murray,
Kentucky. Phone 170.
tfc

gil

ii

WANTED-Collie dog, full stock
male preferred. Write Coy HoneSAL!. lilb() Nash Arr.bc_•
FOR SALE-One green plastic
SALE--Reracnent
line, Route 1, Murry y.
Olp
doe, Super adoor Radio. be aleArins'ai ng Quaker, 9x12, 12x.12,
ver drive, Good buy
ecuktail chair, blonde woodwork.
J. a
12x15. half price. Riley's No.
R. Schnildtke Phone 1079-W 14
$9.95. Riley's No. 2 stole, Rural
S'wre, North 3rd Street. phone
FOR RENT: Rooms for permanent
3rd Street, phone 1672.
1672.
oecupancy. Chan. quiet and pri.
Ole
liFOR SALE-Coal cite-ulator heLr, iipate
"-Ole
. Inquire Hotel National. LOST-Bulova yellow geld ladtehl
Good
condition.
•
Reasonable.
wrist watch with second hand.1
s30c
Phone 1370-J-1
Ole
FOR SALE-One used wain .il
Phone 05O-W-1
tc
bedroom suite, large chest, drop FOR SALE-One very good used
liotpoint rang. 1e51
model.
center vanity, panel bed. $79.95.
FOR RENT: 3 room furnished duYear's guarantee. $169.95. Riley's
Riley's No. 2 Store. North 3rd
plex apt. $3800 per month. 1613 LOST: Ladies Elgin wristwatch
No. 2 Store, North 3rd Street,
reward telephene 564. Mrs. Rudy
Street, phone 1672.
Miller Ave. W. Z. Carter, Phone
011
phone
1672,
I
Smith
Olpi
379-J.
Ole
CHRISTMAS TIME, BIG EARN•30c
•
Ole
ING T1N1E. Avon products has
openings n„w in Mdrray, better FOR RE2'm'T-4 room log house lohurry. PO. Box 965, Owenscated on Lynn Grove Righwav
boro.
s29p
and 19th St. Lights, water, no
25
OCT
23
OR.8
bath 30 month. Sec owner a
PIRADELPHIA,PA.
SHENANDOAH,IA. ?I RACINE, WIS
NOTICE: Bring your car to the • place
lie
SEPT.26
f SEPT.24
OCT 24
Pipeline Service St.ition
1 Paris
CHICAGO,ILL
.'.1011GIAN
NEW YORK
Road for all mechanical work.
W H. Rogers, formerly of Cadiz
and for the nest three years empleyed by Capitol Chevrolet of SALESM/ N WANTED: A resident
Nashville will give :ill work porAles r -csentative wanted to
sonal attention. Aslo-donit for- - UVe and w0...1: in Murray. Sales
get PIPELINE gas and oil for less
cc. Contact Mr.
dbIlit
money. Bruce Adams stdti on
Win' cot - Mgr. Singer Sewing
operator.
s30c
Mae
Mayfield. Ky. s30c

Pict rtvz
COURTESY CALI. FROP.1 NORWAY

For,

ND AT

FOR RENT

FOR.
SALE

•••••=11.1•

EOR BALE-One Used walnut
bedeck:es suite, four pieces, large
poster bed, plate glass mirror.
Riley's No
2 Store,
North 3rd Street, Phone 1672.
Ole

vase.

DIES
artment

e .r
!
cl Found

t-4

1

NOTICE

Port

SALE: Warm Morning stove
with Newer. Practically new.
Phone'135-R.
s29p

Looks Kind, But

OCT.27
HELENA, MONT.

Waited

TON
00.13
OMING
OCT.'S
UTAH

Ees

•

CROSSWORD PUZZI.E
OR.16
NEBRASKA

ts

SEPT. 29
KENTUCKY

—TAFT‘
i
.-•
SINATOR ROBERT A. TAFT'S current nationwide speech tour for General Eisenhower's presidential camshoe-n. Note the Shenandoah. la , date-Oct. 8, same day President Truman will be there for
n. Taft told reporters be would not do any whistle-stopping, would make only scheduled speeches.
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"But you think you know?"
incredible world, he thee:gilt. I Nees
"Yes," said Jonathan. "I think I very successful in my deld. And
know. I think you have polio. And that's funny, that's really funny.
1 pray to God that you haven't."
I was successful because 1 had
-Just because there's an epi- twice as much energy as r.loat turn.
demic . . ." Paul began. He said I drove myself and everyone else.
incredulously, "But it can't be." I could move mountains. I e•,,ut.i
He put out his hand, and his broth- lift a man and carry him. I eould
er took if in his own, observing, go to three times as many places
sick at heart, the tremor of the as someone else. Why" Because I
fingers, the little shaking. He said had a good pair of legs. That was
again,''t can't be, Jon, it can't." my success, a good pair of legs.
Yea it was.
He thought of his grandfather,
They put him in a polio pavilion a'so had died for his Faith . . . I
and for the duration of the fever wouldn't have been afraid to die.
he saw no one except nurses and he thought, no more than he, old
doctors. He was in great pain, Timothy. But I am afraid to live.
somewhat relieved by hot packs
Submit, submit.
There were others with him in the
How many times had he said
ward, for the most part young that to people in deep grief, to
boys, some very young indeed. peop:e id despair? Accept, submit,
There were one or two older teen. he had said. He had said it from
Jonathan came in and out. And for the pulpit and across the desk in
that week Paul did not read the his study, and in darkened honies
letters nor the wires nor see clear- . . . "It is God's will, submit," he
ly the flowers the nurses showed had said, believing, -accert and
him.
submit."
"How bad will it be?"
This was God's will: and he
"We don't know the extent of could neither accept nor submit.
the involvement as yet," said.JonaThe boy in the iron lung lived
than.
because of the respirator. Tht
may never walk smaller boy at the end of the ware
again?"
spoke to the therapist. "My toe
'"That's unlikely, Paul. It may wiggled! I know my toe wiggled!"
"Don't be absurd. Give me some- be a long time, of treatment and
Paul closed his eyes. There was
thing, paint my throat, or what. adjustmeoL But permanent dam- no therapy for this agony of spirit,.
age is cothparaUrely rare."
no alleviation, no drug, no warmth
"You'll stay in bed as long as
Like that each day, the sober
He tried. Exercise net the
you have a temperature," said question, the sober answer. And muscles of your body but those ce
Jonsilhan, "and don't give me any then the pracUcal question:
the spirit and the heart: they are
back talk. Hew long hays you been
"This will cost the earth, Jon .." not atrophied, they have suffer&
founts like this'?"
"I've notified the National Foun- no change.
"Lilik• this, se of now or maybe dation, Paul. They will look after "He thought of the °promise, "I
last tight: but halt sick for a you, you have nothing to worry will not leave you comfortless":
week, maybe five days. I don't about,"
and being comfortless, prayed fot
know. I thought this was a twen-My dimes marched back," said reassurance. Help me, he said ir
.
.0440er-hour thing.."
Paul grimly and closed his eyes.
his heart, help me.
Jonathan asked,fe'Did you have
Somewhil later, at the end of
Rosalie met Elizabeth and Philip
teealdast
the'week when his head was (leer at the station and took them to
"Didn't want it."
and his fever had left. "What have Jon's, where they would remain for
"f bee." Fie rose. "I'll he back you told Father and Mother?"
some days.
preadintly. No phone calls, no vial"The truth . . . they will come , Elizabeth asked fearfully, e"Do
Iortiothing. Just stay put. Mrs. to see you as soon as they are per- you know how much damage there I
will take over . . ."
mitted."'
Is, Jon?"
•
ye forty-six thousand things
-Does Connie know?"
"No. Mother. I'd like you and
"Yes. Rhoda telephoned her."
Dad to see Dr. Evans before you
"Whey can wait. I'll call your
"I see . . ."
leave. He'll tell you all he knovi%
MOM"
He was silent. Then he said, "I at this juncture. The left leg isn't
r
stood by the door and looked wish you hadn't."
nearly so Involved as we'd thought.
at
After a while he went
"She'd have to learn-"
It's coming along fine. The right,
rs and talked with Mrs.
"I won't be pitied," he said.
that's different. Evans called in
When he was gone he
"She's written you, there are other men, including a top orthoWent into the kitchen and sat down several letters-"
pedic surgeon. He -•said surgery •
"No-no .. ."
wasn't indicated in tnie cast. We
-0 VS h stool. She said, "No—" as
spoke with someone. She
Paul was alone. He was alone In must put our trust in time, therae wasn't sure, he may be a ward of polio patients: he was py, anci•Paul's co-operation. It's a
. ... he lias to be mls- alone with himself. When he woke patient, long-drawn-out business."
at night and lay there and the
"That's hard for anyone." Philip
she went upstairs and nurses moved softly down the row commented, "particularly Paul."
d in at Paul, hut he was of beds he scarcely knew that they
"Paul has the idea he's washed
do she went away and existed, or the other patients.
up. It cao retard, his recovery, it
Why me? Dear God, why me?
prevents adjiistment. We have to
an returned, went In
talk him out of it," Jon said
Melees the muscles, which h.
and sat down beside the obeyed the clear dictates of his gravely.
bed, and Paul looked at him and brain, which had carried him where
"We'll try," Philip said, "but it
maid.'1 feel considerably worse
he wished, to go'and away: which isn't to us he must listen."
"Have you pain 7"
had taken him Into's hundred
"I don't understand him, this is
He lenswered irritably, "Of homes and to his own home again: out of character, tic's not the first
Course I have pain, people always which had taken him into the pul- to suffer what people call a handiache With grippe."
pit, which had sent him ta,-4ds cap. Men preach from wheel chairs,
His Ince. was flushed. and the knee* .
blind men preach."
sweat stood out on It. "The tete* of
Connie.
"They've accepted the witecl
Y neek's stiff."
Ile wouldn't think of her.
chair and the darkness, Jon, but
loaathan got lip. .:,‘ said, "All
lie thought, this is • senseless don't admit they're handiceps. Paul
right. Paul," went devenstairs and thing. I might so easily have died has always been prouder
did Ilbrne terephoning. Then 'he in the plane. I didn't.
physical strength than. he knew.
Came back and said. "I'm taking
Might as, well have died in the Ile felt he could move mountains,
you
to the hospital. Dr. Evans plane, or at any time. For it was nut he seems to have forgotten
t its there."
11
over, it WWI finished, his uriefm- (stet he has an infinitely greater
a he 7" asked Paul, with ness, as that of his muscles. It st,•ength if he will ..traw upon it.
di
y. "And why7was done with, he could no longer Pt OID what you till me, h-i.hlisn't
"ant a rionsoltant "
-.
he of service, not to himself or to tried . . . I don't intend to lecture •
said. "I my Niel: hurtA." his ministry. God had rejected him. hi.n. He knows everything I can
at his brother. "What's
; Ile,
For this was not aornething he, soy. It Isn't the knowing, it',s the
th
er with ni^, Jon?"
could accept, although "beprayed believing. What you have told me
tion't know for that•he might. And lying there r
an
distresses my greatly."
mote from the others in this alien,
(To Ile edit-Mord)
•
CHAPTER FIFTEEN
WEEK before the wedding
was contelous of feeling uny tired. This irritated him,
be did not tire easily and if he
enced any physical lassitude
bon passed.
did not sleep well, and when
sleep, dreamed. He woke.in
middle of the night and felt
in his veins. There was a
deal of so-called Virus X,
grippe or whatever you
111111hed to call It around the city
he concluded, with exaspera
that he had a touch of it. He
not recall ever having been
II except for malaria . . . hold
egk'maybe he had malaria, certainhe was both hot and cold . . .
ad it does return, they say -the morning he woke with a
'lips throat and a stuffy nose. Fie
.11ggik his temperature. it was not
He felt wretched and cxSteiy
He went to the teleeci called Jonathan and redourly. "I Deem to have
aseght something or other."
Jonathan Came to see him withla half an hour. He took his ternpillhature, looked at his throat, and
Illiked the usual questions. Then he
t MM. "You'd better stay put for a

it
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Tuesday, September
EMS MOST recent phott. of Mao'
Tse-Tung. Communist boss of P.ed
China, shows what appears to be a
pleasant visage, not the ruthless
Red which tens of thousards of e:eiI Inteenotb,n-.1)
eutions indicate.

6:66 Farm Fair
Farm Fair
Hymn Time
Calloway Capers
News
_
Morning Cheer

6:15
0:30
4:45
5:55
7:00

S-A boss
4-Mountain
nymph
4-Rule
It-Consecrates
7-Japanese
measure
7:15
S-Handle
il-,Junctures
10-Sink in middle
RN
12-Ex hits
II:13
14-EtYlotisin
sun sod
8:30
IT-Want
20-Man's
8:45
nickname
24-Curve
-JO
21-Series
815
$7-1iYe *sat
2K-Feel
22-13ucket
ill 45
30-Heraldry:
10:00
weaned
St-Top of head
10:05
24-Abrned
Sunday and Monday
19:.3
32-Cooking
utensil
"I'd Climb the Highest ,10.30
42-1"4lble root
Mountain"
44-Viper
I ZO.45
' -Ire& as fruits
11:00
in Technicolor
411-Plneone
11:15
411-Not nut ta ble
starring
Susan
Hayward
and
61-Wolftsound
11:30
William Lundigan
64-1C1m4 of cheese
Ili-1s In
II:*
64-14vpothet'cal
MOO
force
Tuesday and Wednesday
ST-Randle
44-Svm hot foe [
The
Navy
"You're
Now"
In
12:15
iii Icon
42-Perform
starring Gary Cooper
12.30
111-S3imbol for
12:45
and Jane Greer
cerium
100

Clock Watcher
to 8:00
News
Morning Devottoo
Mystery Shopper

LAKEVIEW
DRIVE-IN

.2.
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1-Man's
nickname
4-Conjunction
14-Metal
11-SovereiattlY
11-Pertaining to
length
16-Symbol for
tellurium
111-Itiver in
France
1S-Scandinavian
narrative
111-Nahoor sheei
21-Mat urea
22-Part of
"to be.
12-Evilness
MI-Weaken
ft-Equal
51-Prof''unit
33-Sr"..1 rot
Porn

For The Beat In Radio Entertainment
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35-Slate moan
Zs-Music:
as writtrn
Se-Fri lit : dt
idioms
41-Damage
41-1%11,
.,,.
17 Fe os to
69- 7,,ic of ecat•
62-Metal
63-Edible seed
Gee-SemI.prlou
stone
Pt-Delights In
to-Roman gods
61.-Tet. :tears
CI-Heroic
65-Singing vole*
66-Saint (abbr.)
47-Printer's
measure (PO
DOW P4

ACROSS
OCT.14
NEW MEXICO

!FR

NORWAY'S PRIME MINISTER Oscar rorp (seated right) pays a courtesy
the-let I from tern.
call on President Truman at the White House
are Secretary of Slate Dean Aclie.on uad Norwei;ian Ani:.;ai-sador
(1.15tena5iono4y
With•tm bilinthe de Moieenstierne.

Varsity Quiz Show
Moments of ii, l'iuos
Melody Time
Public Service
News
Rural Rhethrn
Rural Rhythm
Lean Back and Listen
Lean Back ..nci Liiteus
1340 club
1340 club
tav3rite Vocals
Harvester Hymotime
News
Noontime Frolics
Church of Christ
Luncheon Music
All Star to 1.95

1:45
2:00
2:05
2:15
2:30
245
3:00
3:05
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
5:00
5:15
5:30
I 5:45
8:00
6:13
8:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
; 8:30
8,45
9:00
9:45
10:00
10:15
10.30
10:45
11:00

go.Il

here's to Vets
News
Music for You, • '
Music 'for You
Music for You
Wonderland of Vision
News
Western Star
Western Star
Music for Tuesday
Music for Tuesday
Postcard Parat:e
Sports Parade
Teatime Topics
Teatime Topics -

a:alr

Sagebrush Serenade
News
Between the Lines
Western Caravan
Western Caravan
With the Bends
With the Bands
YBMC Auction to 11:36
Engine crs Needcd
Three Sims
PlatterUme to 9:45
The Scrapbook
News
Listeners Request
ListeneiL Request
Listeners Request
Sign Off

ft

By &ale BashatiBer
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I'M AFRAID TO
DOWNSTAIRS
IN THE DARK
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I

I drawer

irs

re II hat
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OH DEAR-1 FORGOT
TO LEAVE A, NOTE
FOR THE MILKMAN
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By Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE an''SLAT5
IT'S MERELY THAT YOUR.
-CHEMISTRY AND MINE
REACTED --

ISN'T IT OCID--- HOW
SUDDENLY I REALIZED
I LOVED YOU/
DR. PINSEY•-WHEN BEFORE'-I ALWAYS
THOUGHT I
LOVED

A/406,9 By rwE P•TV'SEY
- WN/CW
MAKES Kau4 SLAVE 7t) /YE
roR (CPvc-A-ZE)1WF1
CRC/C/41Z
HOURS ---

Ase/.474 acIOW

"IP REFORE rve 6,c,rec,-5
WEAR 0,6c--you kvi[
(GASP)--MRS.
0/0VSFY.'

SLAT6---

LIL' ABNER

By Al Capp
LET- HIM IN-AND I'LL INTRODUCE HIM TO THE -evcxLEr1104037
IT'LL BE THE GREATE
SHOCK
OF HIS YOUNG LIFE—
:•
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i
edv,
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EXCOOZE
--,',..- OF COURSE!!
ME,MA'n-1- V
I KNOW — .1
TI-9'REASON
FOLLOW ME!!
4/--1 DRAPPED .
,
lal'Y IS— 4.-jr - -""
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I WOMEN'S PAGE Club News Activities

4

SEA'
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Jo Burkeen. Editor...Phone 55 or 1150111

:Irks. Pat Thom pson Promotion S
TheShe,4uxilia.ry,
Presents 1;esson A t r
Of Memorial Baptis
t Church Is Hell
Paris Road Meeti
ti
Sa
c
. ng •_ A Promoon
h theme.
estanksa•a od that

ALEUT1,
•
DUTCH4
HARBOR

ChristNC, P..I Roe
aaesented the:'
.. " Peonies •Aar:killer:as of M-- corrraanded them to "Let your
•.raely lessor on aCkaaeng Guide- mortal BapIrst Church. was ob- light so shine." and she iadded
seraed on WedmoLdas afternoon at that this thread of
thought runs
.Paris Road Homemakera Club at , three-thirty ark ck in the church through each Auxiliary Watchsanctuary
.
the meeting Thursday alternoon !
word.
at the home,of Mos, thee Steely' "The- _World For Christ,' was
Counselors for the new year
iiifed'
as
the
general
theme.
Elm:el.( _members arid one Yhat..e..
were introduced
Mrs;
CI:
,
lade
Miller.
lino f Pee.
-- Sirs. Juna
The meeting closed with a tartly
e prawait.
dtrt;elor. had charee of the worship scene. wilt:rein
The me
was called to a reting a
the father
taaaaani.
Nal•ich
opt-rod
wah the; read from the Bible the "Great
,.
'be the president. Mrs. Elnwr Cal -4-1
-Christ
Far
The
Whole
Commiasion" and as the family
Las. Miss Rachel Rowlaod.
World - After a -ward of knelt-, in prayer, Miss Carolyn
dernanstratian ;went. was
"
ve;corne.
she
led
prayer.
in
Chappel sang „a'The Lords' Prayer.
and as this w s the orst meeting
The Sunbtoris auet•,d the three
..n otai •
of toe - flus year, she asked that
tht,
s of the Sunbeam Watahward
the
_
ard song the. Sunbeam acalst. The
dots-' ii
past seJ. C
aa• reapended with their alterand to make resolutions to lo more
lance and watchword and sang the
and beater w. rk Pais year.
GA hymn. "We's e A Story To
In Mrs. Thompsoraa lesson aria.
The 'Murray High chapter of the
Tien To The Nat.•na."
point...Tr cut that 1952 woukl be
Bra S. E Baler. church Rastar Future Homemakers of America
ea yt'afte ad'.
its first meetingof the year
t" 11" fj . %-"1
' cha':enged the Vaiing PC •ple to
rebe because there are Mir y 11,'W
It' Chi-rat and the church ba the Thursday, September 11. at seven
Materials. the styles are uraple arat
o'clook in the evening
(.f tCa
the home
nt
ir boos_
good, and IN oes are ,lower tha"' Et.cti roirs.Tor • lelsented pr'. economics deportment.
last year. She braueht
Miss
Donna
Knight
presided
at
adtaa'-rotirn ctirrlararr apt those- l•av
samples of some of the new meter- • tioir 'organizations
and they were the • meeting. 'The new members
ial.
teere
welcomed
,‘:reaa•-a!
and
a rail was
:n turn welenn•ed by the. new
fact that one mould
..!eirr
aaanaelar and graded wit;1 that completed, Plans for the fOrmal
seise in buyint the so callea nor- aia.op. The pear,: ware aparaortarely and informal initiation were made.
&cote "fabrics-dacron, ortan. dynal .....rked with the colca'a tf each The meeting was adjourned with
and rthers--sirice 'really there it
ary.
the FHA prayer
re maraile fibsr. Each has its
Mrs L. C. Ryan, sponsor, was
The YIKA's sang thoo. thotre
"•
• •one7
present for the meeting.
Zion Haste.. The meeting for October
•• •
be. .Mfs. Hugh McF.loith brought
held at the tame oof Mrs Pat mesa :e of Mao ratam irs rig tha
Thomrs Al The les- .r, will be Auxiliary aVatchwaris as tier
'Color Carrannatioos In
Room
• ,
Deca.rati,no
I

SAN F
trtNo*
bombI
the Nor
parable
dotted I

79c Bottle 200
2 for 80c
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5c POCKET COMBS
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Not

$1.39
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You

COD LIVER
OIL

24
O
.3.5dicipiko.sm.,. SALT 2t36c
•

2.0`.nc
au

Regularly S2.98

Bismochne,

F-711 Keeps You Fresh All Day

2i51c

"Tidy" Chlorophyll
STICK DEODORANT

•-r

Reguhnly 69e

2i. 21c
2i, 15c

2
SHOE
LACES

°26c
2'0 17c

____
....2

R

27-inch

2

wi i9„en
MAGNES
4o,
IA
2

Glycerin &
Rosewater

MILK OF

2i4Oc

2"
5 222 Lpi

4-oz,

bottles

Pint

COLD
CREAM
Olegularly

2

Cs9

for

6c

Milk of
Magnesia
Tablets

1 c
2'46

Doti.
100.

Heavy Kraft Paper

39c

39c

--64-98c
F

"Perfection"

••

........ ____ a
Reg or King Size

•"'"'

•

Keller. 11/5-oz Tube

•

CIGARETTE CASES

Oleum
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94

Walgreeb, Full Pint

HOT WATER BOTTLE 2i239
NEEDLE Assortment

k

SHAVE
CR
its

Infant or Adult

<•
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NAIL CLIPP.....

Rich in Vitamins A & D

Popular Po-De

21
239c
249
RUBBING ALCOHOL
249c
ANALGESIC BALM
2i89c
DIGESTIVE PWDER..
4/21 -oz
EST

6-oz

Olafsen Brand

%
CHILDRENS ASPIRIN
Walgreen, Bottle 50
GLYCERIN SUPPOSITORIES -

Choke of Famoue_litterislawn"

POWDER PUFFS

2i60c

898

2

Leon Laraine

SUPER VALUES!'

With File On It

54Vi

LIPSTICK

-Washable Velout ........
.239c
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TOOTH ....
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POWDER

uy

Vitamin B Complex, Liver,
Iron lus Cr stalline B-I2
fl
BOTTLES
,QF100

• with Chlorophyll

.
One World '

59c
Tannette

299c

Ola-Beron-12 -

Nature a Green Magic' way
to banish bad breath
ccrabined with tine
poleirana o -rents

. Tyson Brand

.

Pi'

TOOTH PASTE

Professional Type

250c

1, or 1000

Vitamins for Extra Vitality!

New Walgreen's
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C
r
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2 FOR 16c
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Met

a
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21I
2
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26c
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Hard Rubber

7

264

2140c

of HYDROGEN, Full
Pint

"Formula 20"
LIQUID
SHAMPOO
!Regularly 59c!

lt,

Triple Refined
MINOYL
,Mineral Oil
Reg. 63c Pint

You buy one item at its
Regular Everyday Salting Price,
Add a penny to get TWO!
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More Women
In US Now
Than Men r

CAPITOL

Q"-

•'•

TWICE
as Wait
for One
Penny Afore!

•

CNDER
FRED ALEN

-

4...
••

5

•

Tues. and

liANLYN MONROE
DAVID WAYNE -EN
EYE ALIEN
DIIGLAS
EDDIE BRACKEN
Wall GAYNOR
LUIS CAIKRN
ISAZSA DA1101

2 for 90c

Murray, Kentucky

•

VARSITY

OUATBAA
U
Toriello G
White Ho,
Gala. tic
Allana-Sz

fflegularly 89c

2 Bor;';: 50c •

The Olga Hampton Circle of the
BWC met with. the Woman•s MisMr and Mrs. Edgar Rowland of sionary Society
at the Sinking
110 Scot:402th Street. Mlarray. an. Spring Baptist
Church Thursday.
nounce
the
engageme
nt nod apSaar n - Parks is'Th-rooled at ti12
Presented at the meeting were
A&M Stale Colleoe.
N.e.w- Mexico'--Y.-QM-hint raarr
'
AgP of their anti the Royal Service and Week of
He .s the ago of Mr. aid Mrs.
Prayer programs.
Marvin Parks. In a letter to Ms
_Airs were made for the assoclarairekts ri.• said the crops •ari• title
Bonet tniteng to be held at the
In the _valley thia as ,.r, 1J - said he church October 16.
ardrit ea-en notice the en:fora/it' as
tire (antra4 is ay :floatation there.
lie ha, • ot...1t.. so.if
Sergeant Ir. the ROTC aria will tc
Voght guide hr r..a ."1.1•14irC.4.1.

Nrw YORK. N. Y.-Women already outnumber men in the'
-1:11Nted States, and the iodic-Mien"
are that the difference in numbers will become even larger in ,
the future, etatisticians said today.1
; The reversal If the historirato In our population oceured
1945. the statisticians reported, and
•
showed up for the first time in
Mee hely KoWtOtall
Wed.
the 1950 census At that time there
haighter Peaoy to L. J Hench.n were about 1,43e.0e0
more women
• of Mr. and Mrs. Leamon Hen than men
thaute Sax. Murray.
Many factors are contributiea
7.1 s• Hi -s -0,1 was graduatoo''to the increasin
g proportion •
'ran. Mar:
H
School with tar._females in the populatio
n. ecca•
I •a.• •-f Ired rd dtended Murray inc to the statisticians.
The most
A Y1'..ir.R WARE (
ot•:e
aMr. Hcncion. 1. important is the higher death
rate
414,
a•aduate •f
Murray
Training 'among males At birth, the ratio
in ta. ri ras of 1952, is now .of the two afore* has been veryars17.12 .T, tn U S Navy at San'stable for many years.
at a level . f
h. 4. C diferraa
about 1.055 males per 1.00 fam -iles
Pa '..- ft a Mot-Oeteber weddinc 'On the other hand, the
ratio of
c,
1 male to female deaths has been
increasing: in 1930 this ratio was
b
1.210 males por 1.000 females. rind
, y 1951 i t had risen to 1.333 males
000' females
4,1
Roth aexra have shawn
term improvement in mortality.
T
• r- er O the H
Baptist but the
reduction has been .reao-e
t at the chur!h Friday.
rapid among females. As a result,'
GJAION • Pk'. rare
her 12. "tor the pro ram. in
the gain in population by natoral
:.•..a.: e. of the W
Pray'r ;acreage ;the excess of bir•hs Over 1
•.tit,10 at...saris
-de,
thsi has been greater for fen
a a.- raao
o yea* r' ties raidec In
the six postwar years
• • Ta•am w
it
.1:"• !eri
1•46 throurh 1951. natural, in- I
,fl'.i
*
'erratar added half a million more
talks "!' frrnales than Males to tate popula•••
•• ;0:
11.- man s
tion
---1
T
• '`;
Arather factor tralr---15een the;
-trend in the sex pattern of migraY.' E \fad, a tiara n
lion ;Far Most of- the tsountry's
' history tt-7:14. was'a marked cx-;
,
real r•f males ;wee femalasOamong
arn-a-raolo: tfowever. ,̀•Traia.pieture
a rut reversesi!alsVmt 1930s. in
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.
or sine- then. more femah•s;
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;
tha n real..; have come into the
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
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"""""fe.har• aea. Jesus In you'- of.
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J Hal talked am Direct fern ale immigrants outnumbered
The males three to one.
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
On the other hand, more rron
Shirley Yamaguchi
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'ham
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in 'JAPANESE WAR
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•
T
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z
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A 01011111111111111111111,11CMIIIIIIMINC411111101111e4
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49c ASPIRIN

, F:ngagement Told

Donald Tucker sor :of Mr. and
Irs aloan. Dicker of Murray. a
attencaia the A/1:M Si re College
in New 11. xao Tucker
s a se.&tat sauna to the ROTC,.
••
Mr. ar.d Mrs Max
of St.
1.41.5. Mo, spent the weeitena Sr..

with creosote,
Tar & Menthol

Scott .1)rtig Co.
Waigwegagesicy

Walgreen Guaranteed

Missionary Society
Holds Program Meet

-

WHITE PINE

Save

L PERSONA" 7

Ovate

Theraday, 0E4o6er I
Family Nignt' Will be held at
The Woman's Missionary Society
the 'College Presbyterian Church
of the Kirksey Baptist Church nal
beginning with a supper. at am=
Thursday at ten o'cl.•ck at the
thirty_ Vskek.
church for •a mission 'study an
•••
stewardship.
Friday. October 3
Mrs. Jahn T. Daucherty from
The Regional Leaders Conference the
Renton Baptist Church :taught
of the Woir.an's Missionary tahlan
a very lespirational ettady..orallobe-held. aLtheoTessesty ,Baphst
The ancelitfr6Pened With a son,
Church, Paducah, at ten o'cli
"Take My Life And Let It Bs:"
A covered. dish luncheon will be'
after which the devotion was given
served at the noon hour.
by Mrs. Paul Paschall from the

invite themand Other church 131akicy led in prayer.
Mrs. Dougherty spoke on "Stew-I women to worship with them at•
' 1 each of their meetings.
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